The problem of controlling the droplet motion in multiphase flows on the microscale has gained increasing attention because the droplet-based microfluidic devices provide great potentials for chemical and biological applications. It is critical to understand the relevant physics on droplet hydrodynamics and thus control the generation, motion, splitting, and coalescence of droplets in complex microfluidic networks. Numerical simulations using the volume of fluid algorithm are conducted to investigate the time-dependent dynamics of droplets in gas-liquid multiphase devices. An analytical model based on the electronic-hydraulic analogy is developed to describe the hydrodynamic behavior of the droplets in interconnected microfluidic ladder devices. It is found that the pressure drop caused by the droplets plays a critical role in the droplet synchronization. A fitted formula for pressure drops in the presence of surfactant is achieved by using numerical simulations. Both the numerical and the theoretical results agree well with the corresponding experimental results.
Introduction
Since most of the studies of compartmental chemistry and interfacial phenomena and their applications involve twophase flows, recently a surge of interest has arisen in twophase microfluidics, namely as digital microfluidics or droplet-based microfluidics [1] [2] [3] [4] . Both droplets and bubbles (hereafter referred to as droplets) in microchannels offer useful tools that have been applied in many fields, for example, chemical kinetics studies [5, 6] , biological analysis [7, 8] , material synthesis [9, 10] , and even fluidic information-related functions [11, 12] . Propelled by the necessity to accommodate the increasing requirement for parallel processes, one of the key conditions for the successful and reliable implement of these droplet-based applications is to control droplet traffic in the microfluidic network. Compared with single-phase flow systems, manipulating fluids in such confined multiphase systems containing droplets is much more complicated. Either passive techniques based on hydrodynamic force or capillarity alone [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] , or active techniques such as electric, dielectric, or pneumatic forces [19] [20] [21] can be utilized in the miniaturized devices to successfully regulate the droplet behavior in microchannels.
One recently developed strategy toward the manipulating of many droplets is self-regulated microchannel networks in which the route and motion of individual droplets are controlled by a well-designed channel layout, rather than by external actuating forces, to form an autonomous behavior of the droplets [11, 12, [22] [23] [24] . However, the presence of junctions, bypasses, and often loops in the microchannel network notably increases the complexity of the fluid behavior of droplets. For example, a droplet in a branch channel increases the hydrodynamic resistance of this channel by a given amount, resulting in the change of flow rate in the channel, and it possibly changes the flow lines in all other channels within the network. As a consequence, the route or motion of other droplets will be altered [11, 12, 25] , which again in turn affects the hydrodynamic behavior of existing and subsequent droplets. Such timedependent global coupling of the droplet dynamics makes it difficult to control the droplet traffic and find robust implement of given tasks. It is necessary to develop efficient models to describe and predict the droplet traffic, especially for the large complex microfluidic networks.
Several theoretical works focused on the self-regulated behavior of droplets inside microchannel networks. Jousse et al. [26] derived a compact model of multiphase liquidliquid flow in fluidic networks, based on the well-known ''electrical analogy'' between laminar flows and electric currents. They simplify the system by treating the fluid resistance within a microchannel as a unique function of the volume fraction of the various phases. Schindler and Ajdari [27] proposed a simple model for finding robust dynamical behavior and to quantify its response to the changes in the flow conditions and the geometrical parameters of the microchannels. They used this model to analyze the traffic of droplets in ''dual microfluidic'' networks and found qualitative agreement with the experimental results [11, 12] . Later, Belloul et al. [28] studied the competition mechanism between local collision for small droplets and collective hydrodynamic feedback for large ones. Sessoms et al. [29] developed a phenomenological model to measure the excess hydrodynamic resistance of a channel filled with droplet, by introducing two phenomenological parameters: The hydrodynamic resistance length and the nondimensional droplet mobility coefficient.
In the present study, we focus on the traffic of droplets, without splitting or merging, in the microfluidic networks. A 2-D numerical simulation based on the Volume of Fluid (VOF) scheme is carried out to study the transient motion of bubbles. A theoretical model called ''equivalent model'' is then proposed to investigate the transit droplet dynamics in a fast way. We explain the principle and advantages of this model, using an interconnected microfluidic ladder device as an example of its application. The effect of surfactant on the pressure drop over a droplet is also considered in the model by least-square fitting of pressure drop to capillary number based on the numerical simulations. It is found that both numerical simulations and analytical analysis agree well with the corresponding experimental results.
Numerical method and theoretical model 2.1 Numerical method
In order to simulate the droplet traffic in the microfluidic network during the time evolution, we choose the VOF method as the numerical scheme [30] [31] [32] . We assume the two fluids (gas and liquid) to be Newtonian and incompressible, with uniform surface tension. In the VOF technique, a single set of momentum equations is shared by both fluid phases, and the interface between phases is tracked for each mesh cell throughout the domain by computing the volume fraction f of the gas phase f ðx; tÞ ¼ 0 ða liquid cellÞ 1 ðan gas cellÞ 0 $ 1 ðan gas À liquid cell with interfaceÞ
The volume fraction function f is governed by the transport equation
whereṽ is the velocity vector, and t is the time. Then the twophase fluid flow in the microchannel is modeled with the Navier-Stokes equations
where p is the static pressure,g is the gravitational acceleration, andF is a momentum source term related to surface tension. The volume averaged density r and dynamic viscosity m in each computational cell are calculated based on the volume fraction of one of the phases, f
where indices 1 and 2 represent gas and water in the present simulation, respectively. The gravity term rg is ignored in the present simulation since such effect is usually insignificant in microfluidic flows. The Navier-Stokes equations are discretized using a second-order upwind finite-volume scheme. In the incompressible flow, the pressure field is not known a priori and must be obtained as a part of solution. A pressure-velocity coupling algorithm, SIMPLEC (Semi-IMplicit Pressurelinked Equation Consistent) algorithm, along with an algebraic multigrid solver (AMG), is used to iteratively solve the momentum equation and the continuity equation. For the present transient simulations, the time is advanced by the first-order Euler method. A second-order upwind scheme with the Piecewise Linear Interface Construction (PLIC) Method is used to geometrically reconstruct the interface [33] . The source termF is the surface tension force per unit volume, which is introduced in the momentum equation by the continuum surface force (CSF) model [34] as
where s is the surface tension coefficient, k is the mean curvature of the interfaces,ñ is the unit normal vector of interface, and d S is the interface delta function. A fully developed laminar parabolic velocity condition is imposed at the inlet of two branches, whereas an outflow boundary condition is imposed at each outlet and a nonslip velocity boundary condition is imposed at the channel walls.
Theoretical model
We here consider the traffic of droplets only in ''dual networks,'' i.e. networks containing transport channels and bypass channels that cannot be accessed by droplets, as shown in Fig. 1 . Such dual networks with bypass channels have been used to realize synchronization of droplets motions for the time restoration function in bubble logic systems [12] . A simple model developed in [27] can qualitatively explain this catch-up behavior of droplets in the parallel microchannel. In the following, we analyze the traffic of droplets in the dual microfluidic network based on an algorithm that we call ''equivalent model.''
The laminar flow within in microchannel i can be described by the relationship between pressure drop DP i and flow rate Q i
where R i is the hydrodynamic resistance of microchannel i, analogous to the resistance of a conductor in an electric circuit.
The principle of the equivalent method is shown in Fig. 2 : The microfluidic structure (A) with two bypass channels can be reconfigured to an equivalent structure (B) with only one bypass channel. The flow resistances of the new structure are linked to the original resistances as
Following the same principle, a network with 2 n ðn ! 1Þ bypasses can be finally simplified to a new equivalent structure with only one bypass. Figure 3 shows the equivalent processing of a network with four bypass channels. We can get the new flow resistances for each level of the equivalent structures as follows:
. . . ; and R xn ¼ R xðnÀ1Þ 1ð2R xðnÀ1Þ 1R 0 ÞR yðnÀ1Þ =½2ð2R xðnÀ1Þ 1R 0 1R yðnÀ1Þ Þ;
ðn ! 2Þ ð8Þ Therefore, many bypass channels can be reduced to one bypass channel, which makes it much easier to decide droplet positions and analyze the droplet traffic. Figure 4 shows the new microfluidic structure with the part surrounded by dashed lines as the equivalent structure derived from the original 2 n bypasses. At a node of the branches in the microchannel system, the mass conservation law expression here is that the total flow rate flowing in equals to the total flow rate flowing out, similar to Kirchhoff's law in the electric circuit
where j represents any of a j branch connecting to the node, and e j 5 71 account for the orientation of the flows. Droplets in the microchannel significantly affect the flow behavior. If the droplets are sufficiently distant from one other, each droplet then adds an additional increment R b to the resistance of the microchannel. The pressure drop DP b caused by one droplet is estimated as [35] 
where capillary umber Ca ¼ mu=s and d is the width of microchannel. Using the relationship of R b ¼ DP b =Q, Figure 1 . A microfluidic ladder device for droplet synchronization (similar to that used in [12] ). Dx in and Dx out are the initial distance and final distance before and after the bypasses between two bubbles, respectively. The bypass channels are inaccessible to bubbles due to their smaller size than droplets. 
In the equivalent structure with one bypass channel, there exist only three possible relative positions of two droplets, as shown in Fig. 5 1 , 2 and 3 . It is clear that the relative distance between two droplets will decrease only in case 2 in which the flow rate through the bypass is not zero. With such positions of droplets, the total resistance R xn 1R C of the upper downstream channel increases to
, whereas the total resistance R B 1R xn of the lower upstream channel increases to R B 1R xn 1AQ À1=3 (also see Fig. 4 ). Using the relationships between Eqs. (6) and (9), we have the following set of equations:
After simple algebraic manipulations, Q x can be expressed as
Assume the time needed for traveling of droplets in Fig. 5 4 is t, the mass conservation gives
Combining Eqs. (13) and (14) leads to
where Z ¼ Dx out =Dx in ; B ¼ R yn 12ðR C 1R xn Þ. Equation (15) answers how the two droplets with initial distance Dx in can be synchronized, depending on the geometrical parameters of fluidic network and flow parameters. If the total number k is not exactly the power of 2, it is little difficult to directly apply the equivalent analysis. Here, we try to establish a similar equation based on numerical fitting. By introducing R xn ¼ ER 0 ; R yn ¼ FR 0 , and
where (2E1F) depends on the number of bypasses and the ratio of r 0 /R 0 . Using Eq. (8) 
Results and discussion
We begin with the VOF simulation of droplet motion in a ladder device used in [12] as a passive bubble synchronizer, as shown in Fig. 1 . This planar device consists of a fluidic ladder network with two wide parallel channels (50 mm wide) with equal flow and ten interconnected bypass channels (25 mm wide, 100 mm long, and 75 mm pitch). The dispersed gas phase is nitrogen (r 1 [15] . The contact angle between nitrogen and channel wall is assumed to be 1501. All the numerical simulations were conducted using a commercial CFD software package (CFD-ACE 2008, ESI). In simulations, a numerical damping parameter is added in CFD-ACE's VOF module to prevent capillary waves and to match experimental observation of bubble traffics. We believe that the combined effects of the lower surface tension and the numerical damping make the simulations close to the practical situations with added surfactant. Recently, there are a few 3-D simulation studies on droplet dynamics within relatively simple T-conjunction microfluidic configurations [36, 37] ; the computational cost of a fully 3-D simulation, however, can be very high especially for the transient process of droplet traffic in the present complex network. The 2-D approximation would be accurate with high aspect ratio microchannels. We assume here that it provides qualitatively correct results for the rectangular microchannels by freezing the degree of freedom in the vertical dimension. Such 2-D approximation was proven effective by the previous studies such as droplet mixing in a drop moving through a serpentine channel [38] and droplet breakup in microfluidic T-junctions [39] . The 2-D computational domain was divided into about 14 400 quadrilateral meshes. The grid independency was tested by doubling the number of meshes and no discernible difference was found in simulation results using different meshes. Droplets were initially placed at the channel upstream with a distance apart from each other and the motion was driven by imposing a parabolic inlet velocity at two branch inlets. A fixed time advancing step of 2 Â 10 À6 s was used in all computing. Figure 6A shows the synchronization process of two bubbles initially 150 mm apart, under a flow rate of 0.5 mL/s. The present numerical simulation results agree well with the experimental findings in [12] . When two bubbles are travelling in the parallel microchannels simultaneously, the bypass channels between these two bubbles allow for net flow from the channel with the leading bubble to the one with the lagging bubble. The resultant velocity gradient of the carrying fluid makes two bubbles synchronized. After passing through all the ladder-like bypasses, two bubbles move at almost identical speed. Figure 6B shows the closeup velocity field around two bubbles and bypasses, and the net flow from one transport channel to another via the bypass between two bubbles can be clearly seen.
We also studied the synchronization efficiency of this microfluidic ladder device at different inlet flow velocities. Figure 7 compares the distance (Dx out ) of two bubbles after passing the ladder bypasses at three flow velocities (0.143, 0.185, and 0.24 m/s). As expected, the slower the velocity, the better synchronization can be achieved. For the 0.24 m/s flow velocity, the leading bubble still moves about half of the bubble length ahead after ten bypasses. More or wider bypasses are needed to get better synchronization for high flow rates. However, since here even the slowest velocity (0.143 m/s) is already relatively large in the sense of microfluidics, such ladder devices should be able to provide satisfactory synchronization functions for ordinary applications based on droplets or bubbles.
The present equivalent model permits fast evaluation and optimization of droplet-based microfluidic devices. With regard to the ladder devices, we can study the effect of different parameters, such as the number of bypasses, their hydrodynamic resistance, and their pitch distances. Figure 8 compares synchronization efficiency predicted by the equivalent mode and the model of [27] . At this stage, we use DP b % 9:4sCa 2=3 =d as the pressure drop caused by a single bubble, without considering the effects of surfactant [35] . We use the ratio of the final distance to the initial distance between two bubbles, Z ¼ Dx out =D in , to represent the synchronization performance. A small Z value close to zero means that the lagging bubble catches up the leading one. As shown in Fig. 8 , our equivalent model agrees with the model of [27] very well. Both models show that Z only slightly changes within a certain range of initial distances and inlet velocities. As shown in Fig. 8C , increasing the number of bypasses from 3 to 16 only weakly decreases the final distance between two bubbles, which was previously pointed out in [27] .
Although the equivalent model and the mode of [27] agree well with each other, their predictions significantly deviate from the corresponding experiment and numerical simulation. Both the experiments in [12] and the present VOF numerical simulation clearly show that two bubbles reach at synchronization status after passing ten bypasses. This inconsistency between analytical models and experimental/numerical results arises from the pressure drop caused by bubble. The expression for the pressure drop in Eq. (10) is derived by ignoring the effects of added surfactant. However, surfactant may have strong effects on the pressure drop necessary to push a bubble through a confined channel. One explanation of the bubble resistance increasing due to the added surfactant was made by Probstein [40] . Probstein stated that the surfactant film behaves like an incompressible thin solid membranes at which the liquid velocity drops to zero and the velocity change across the lubrication film is much sharper than in the absence of surfactant. He found that pressure drop with surfactant is about two orders of magnitude higher than it is in the case without surfactant. Recently, Fuerstman et al. [41] conducted experiments to study surfactant's effects on droplet and found that the presence of surfactant can reduce the droplet velocity by up to 50%. In the current microfluidic ladder devices, the hydrodynamic resistance of droplets has the strongest influence on the synchronization. To elucidate the effects of different bubble resistances on the bubble traffic, we numerically simulated the nitrogen-water two-phase flows under various ranges of capillary number Ca. The numerical results were used to obtain a fitted parameter that links the pressure drops of bubble to Ca 2/3 through the least square fitting. Figure 9 shows the fitting curve of pressure drops over the Ca number from 0.002 to 0.008. Therefore, the pressure drop caused by a bubble is changed to
which is much higher than the value estimated by Eq. (10) without considering surfactant effects. It is noted that the results presented here are only a rough estimate for the effects of surfactant on the bubble resistance, by lowering the surface tension in VOF simulations. The pressure drop that we obtained is about ten times higher than it is in the absence of surfactant, whereas the corresponding capillary number changes only about 50%. Figure 10 shows the predictions by the equivalent model and the model of [27] using the fitted pressure drops. Figure  10A plots the synchronization performance Dx out =Dx in obtained by two models, experiments, and numerical simulations in the ladder devices with different initial distances Dx in under the same inlet velocity of 0.143 m/s. By modifying the pressure drops, both models now can repeat the experimental and numerical results much better than before. Due to the lack of experimental data, Fig. 10B compares only the results from two models to the numerical simulations for various inlet velocities. Although there are some differences between numerical simulations and models' predictions at low velocities, overall they agree with one another to a satisfactory extent.
Concluding remarks
We have developed a theoretical model based on the cascade of equivalent simplification to analyze the traffic of droplets in the microfluidic ladder devices. With this approach, a microfluidic network with many interconnected bypass channels can be reduced to an equivalent structure with only one bypass, which makes it much easier to analyze the traffic of droplets. The derived model can take into account the key parameters of droplet manipulations, such as the geometry of the microfluidic network, the flow rate, and the resistance of droplet. We have performed both VOF numerical simulations and theoretical analysis to capture the bubble synchronization observed in the previous experiments. The dramatic increase of the pressure drop and thus the bubble resistance caused by the presence of surfactant in the multiphase flows is also considered in the model. By fitting the pressure drop in terms of the capillary number, the present model and other existing model have yielded better predictions with regard to the experimental results. This model can be used to evaluate and optimize related droplet-based microfluidic devices as a fast and an efficient tool. For example, we are currently extending this model to study the bistability behavior of droplet flow in other microchannel networks.
